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NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST, OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 03.00 B.S.T. (i.e. FOR MORNING- PAPERS) ON

'WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1942

THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING-

ANY MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO

CONTROL OF MOTOR FUEL ORDER

1. The Minister of Fuel and Power has made a new Control of Motor Fuel Order,
Which comes into force on 8th December, 1942*

2. The main effect of the new Order is to bring into one document all the

provisions of a series of existing Orders which govern the supply and use of

motor fuel, but it also makes the following new provisions;

(a) Motor cycles, Basic ration petrol remaining in the tank may no longer

Be used except for an approved purpose.

(B) private cars. As Before, these must not Be used, for journeys for which

other means of transport are reasonably practicable. The now point is that if

other means exist the onus of proving that they wore not reasonably practicable
in the circumstances of the particular journey rests with the defendant.

( c ) Hire cars and taxis. Among the purposes for which these are allowed at

present to travel Beyond their normal limits is to enable a member of H.M.Forccs

to join his unit ad the end of his' leave. This privilege is nov restricted By

the new Order to personnel returning from leave of not less than 48 hours. The

same privilege (with the same limitation) is extended to all personnel of the

Allied Forces; and members of the Merchant Navy on their wy to join a sea-going

ship may also Be carried Beyond the normal limits of the hii e-car or taxi.

3. The Order (S.R. & 0. 1942 N0.2400) ■'.Till be on sale shortly through H.M.

Stationery Office.

NOTE FOR THE PRESS;

The Ministry of Fuel and power would appreciate assistance in drawing public
attention to Section 0 of Paragraph 2 of the above Announcement.

It may also be of assistance to the Press to be reminded of what are the

"normal limits" referred to in the Section.

Taxis. Under the Cab Service Order, which came into force or 1st August, 1942,

cars licensed by the Police or Local Authorities to ply for hire arc restricted

in operation to the area in which they are licensed to ply for hire or places not

more than five miles from the nearest point on the boundary. Provision was made

in the Order, a Press announcement regarding which was issued on 28th July, for
.

dealing with certain, prescribed oases of urgency.

Hire Cars. The general effect of the Hire Service Order, which came Into

force on 1st September, 1942, and a press announcement regarding which was issued

on 29th July, was to reduce the area in which hiring can be undertaken by cars

licensed for hiring but not licensed to ply for hire. The Order reduced unre-

stricted hiring to a radius of 10 miles from the place-where the proprietor keeps

the car when not let out for hire. The Order also reduced to 75 males the radius

within which hiring can be undertaken for certain special purposes, subject to a

declaration by the hirer.- Hiring beyond this wider radius is limited by the Order,

as in the case of taxicabs, to a small number of prescribed purposes of urgency

where the use of other means of travel is impracticable* . ■
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